
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Object of the Game  

Simply get your bowls closer to the jack (small white ball) than your 

opponent.  

All you need is bowls (a set of 4), the jack, the mat and a rink. You can 

play singles, pairs, triples and fours.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scoring 

The player who has their bowl closest to the jack scores a point. Points 

are awarded for each bowl closest to the jack until the opposing player 

has the next bowl closest. Players judge the distances and how many 

bowls by eye. If unsure of the distances, a measuring tape is employed. 

If still can’t determine, the umpire can be called to adjudicate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What Can I Play?  

Bowls can be a team or individual sport. There are four disciplines you 

can play; singles, pairs, triples and fours. Normally each discipline will 

consist of the following  

Singles – 4 bowls each player (first to 25 shots)  

Pairs – 4 bowls per player (21 ends to be completed 2x2x2x2)  

Triples – 2 bowls per player (25 ends to be completed)  

Fours – 2 bowls per player (21 ends to be completed)  

The conditions of play will change depending what competition you play. 

There are organised competitions if you are the competitive type or you 

can play socially with your friends and other club members.   

 

Etiquette and Sportsmanship  

This is a quick guide for all bowling beginners. Etiquette simply means 

displaying good sportsmanship based on the traditions of the game. 

Good commonsense also prevails.  

-Look after the bowls green, do not drop your bowls onto the green.  

- Always acknowledge your own fluky or lucky bowls.  

- Bowls is a very inclusive sport, be sure to treat all opponents with the 

same amount of respect that you want to be treated.  

- The skip is the leader of the team and should provide positive comments 

and display positive body language to keep the team focused.  

- All players should assist in kicking back the bowls at completion of an 

end.  

- Do not drink excessive amounts of alcohol, or use bad or offensive 

language or gestures.  



-Show respect for all club officials and staff when in the club and on the 

green  

- Always let your teammate or opponent know if you leave the rink.  

- Always offer a gesture of well wishes and thanks before the start and 

end of the game, to all teammates and opponents.  

- Try not to move when people are about to bowl, this is disrespectful 

- If you have played your last bowl and the opposition has one bowl left 

to play, you should pick up the mat 

- Don’t walk into the head to look at the bowls IF it’s the oppositions turn 

to bowl.  

 

 

The Grip and Delivery Basics 

The Bias  

All bowls have a bias (weighted 

side) on one side, this means that 

the bowl will bend towards the bias 

(weighted side).  

The bias is defined by a small ring 

on one side of the bowls, the other 

side has a large ring. Many bowlers 

will say “little ring on the inside”.  

If you do get it confused and bowl 

with your little ring on the outside 

you will bowl a wrong bias and end 

up finishing outside the rink.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Large Ring/logo        Small Ring/Logo (Bias) 



The Grip  

You can grip the bowl however feels most comfortable for you. There is 

no right or wrong way. A good thing to remember is to have your index 

finger in the middle of the running surface. Below you will see a 

comfortable grip. Try to get your bowl away as smooth as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Delivery  

To deliver a bowl, start with both feet on the mat with your whole body 

facing the direction in which you want the bowl to go. A basic technique 

is to aim at the boundary peg. The preferred arm is swung straight back 

then straight forward rolling the bowl. You don’t have to aim your bowl 

at the jack, instead to a path that will allow the bowl to arc “draw” to 

the jack.  

Types of shots you can play in bowls, the “draw” shot and the “running” 

shot. The “running” shot is used to remove an opponent’s bowl, disturb the 

head or hit the jack.  

Pictured: Max Jaffray demonstrating his smooth as silk delivery. With perfect timing! 

 

 



Bowls and Other Equipment  

All bowling clubs will have loan sets of bowls if you 

don’t have your own. A set consists of 4 bowls. There 

are many different types and brands of bowls you can 

play with. The most popular bowls you will hear of:  

Henselite – Dreamline XG  

Taylor – Redline SRs, SRVs or GTRs  

Drakes Pride – Conquest or Adrenaline  

Aero – Dynamic or Optima  

Bowls come in all different colors and sizes. We are far from 

the old days when only black bowls were used. Sizes start 

from 0000-5. The smaller the size number the lighter the 

bowl is. Most common size for ladies is size 2. And for men is 

size 3 or 4. You are best to try different sizes and models of bowls and 

choose what feels most comfortable for you. 

 

Safety First  

This basic information will help you avoid any injuries while playing 

bowls.  

- Never stop a moving bowl with your hands or feet.  

- Never walk backwards to avoid stepping on bowls.  

- Never deliver a bowl at full speed towards a another player 

- Take care when holding or passing a bowl not to drop it on your 

feet.  

- Be aware coming on and off the rink of the boundary pegs, jack 

markers and rink numbers. 

- Do not stand in the ditches  

- Do not sit along the sides of the green, this may damage the green 

edges 



Position descriptions 

Leads 

- Places the mat and rolls the jack 

- Generally only ever plays a draw shot 

- Get shots in the head for the team to work with 

- As a lead it is better for their bowls to finish past the head than 

short. That way their bowls are useful and not in the way 
 

Seconds 

- Keeps the scorecard in a fours game and changes the scoreboard  

- A good second draws very well  

- Will often play the yard on shot to sit a bowl or trail the jack 

- Some say “seconds” are the most important player in a fours team  
 

Thirds  

- Must communicate well with the skip 

- Provides encouragement for the skip  

- Can play ALL the shots… draw, yard on shot (conversion), runner, 

and drive 

- Should read a head well and quickly respond to any questions from 

the skip 
 

Skips  

- Leadership is an important skill for a skip to have 

- Can read a head well and call shots for the team clearly  

- Great tactical awareness  

- Knows what makes each player tick, eg a firm pep talk or more 

encouraging and light hearted 

- Can play ALL the shots… draw, yard on shot (conversion), runner, 

and drive 

 



Expression and Meaning  

Trail the jack, yard over, rest that bowl, sit him out – when you are 

asked to disturb the head of bowls with a little bit of weight.  

Toucher – when the delivered bowls comes in contact with the jack. This 

bowl must be marked with chalk (preferably spray chalk). The reason we 

mark the bowl that TOUCHED the jack, because if the bowls ends up in 

the ditch it is still a live bowl.  

Cover these bowls – you may be asked to play a bowl to a danger 

area on the green, this is an area where you could lose a large amount 

of shots if the jack moves there.  

Swinger, controlled weight, ditch weight – when you are asked to 

disturb the head with slightly less weight than a full drive.  

Hit it, have a drive, have a run, smack it, rip him out, kill it – to have a 

forceful shot using maximum weight comfortable to the individual.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Aids to Help Bowlers 

There are a few different tools that bowlers can use to help them play 

bowls.  

Bowlers Arm:  is designed to assist a bowler who cannot continue to 

bowl without the aid of the artificial device and can be used in any 

competition within Australia. Typically they are used where a person has 

hip/knee complaints which restrict their ability to bend down to deliver 

the bowl correctly. 

There are currently three types of bowlers arms approved for use in 

Australia.  They are known as ‘The Bowling Arm’, the ‘Bionic Bowler Arm’ 

and the ‘DHB arm’.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each device is manufactured in several lengths and some include varying 

release mechanisms. For more information: 

https://www.bowls.com.au/get-involved/attire-equipment/bowlers-

arms/ 

https://www.bowls.com.au/get-involved/attire-equipment/bowlers-arms/
https://www.bowls.com.au/get-involved/attire-equipment/bowlers-arms/


Bowlers with a Disability  

The great thing about bowls is the fact that absolutely ANYONE can 

play. People with a disability are MORE than welcome to play bowls. 

Deaf, blind and impaired bowlers are taking to our greens and loving it! 

There are many different classification classes, they include:  

B1: No light perception in either eye up to light perception but no 

recognition of hand movements at any distance or any direction.  

B2: From the ability to recognise hand movements up to a visual acuity of 

2/60 (Snellen).  

B3: From a visual acuity of better than 2/60 (Snellen) up to a visual 

acuity of 6/60.  

B4: A visual acuity of better than 6/60 (Snellen) up to a visual acuity of 

worse than 6.24 (Snellen) and/or a visual field of less than 20 degrees.  

B5: Wheelchair bowlers who can only use a very small bowl (size 00) 

due to limitation 

of upper limb 

function. 

Ambulant and 

wheelchair 

bowlers with 

restricted grip 

and upper body 

limb function, 

poor balance 

and co-

ordination, 

unable to bowl 

a full length end 

or needing a 

splinting device to do so (Not including the bowling arm as used in 

Australia).   



B6: Ambulant and wheelchair bowlers with reduced balance function (loss 

of 5 points or more) but able to bowl a full length end. 

B7: Ambulant and 

wheelchair bowlers with 

minor balance problems 

(loss of less than 5 

points). 

B8: Ambulant bowlers, 

who have a permanent 

and irreversible 

disability, have lost 10 

points on the bench test, 

but have no noticeable 

impairment of function. 

Source: https://www.sports.org.au/lawn-bowls 

If you are unsure which class you are you can contact Bowls Queensland, 

phone: 07 3355 9988. 

 

Attire  

When competing in competitions or social bowls here at Tweed Heads, 

all uniform must be Bowls Australia approved. That means it must carry a 

Bowls Australia logo. This clothing can be purchased at bowls shops.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

BA logo 

https://www.sports.org.au/lawn-bowls


Footwear  

When you are just starting to play bowls, we recommend any sort of flat 

soled shoes (runners, casual shoes). But bowls shoes are required when 

playing bowls. Below is an approved pair of bowls shoes that are 

available to buy. As you can see bowls shoes are normally white but also 

come in a range of colours. You can find bowls shoes online or at your 

local bowls shop.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coaching  

Here at Tweed Heads Bowls Club we provide coaching to all our 

members. If you feel like you are in need of some coaching please see 

the Bowls Department and speak with Wayne or Chloe.  

Don’t ever be afraid to ask for help. Our club coaches are accredited 

under Bowls Australia.  

 

 

 

 

 



Helpful websites or Social media pages  

If you are keen to learn and discover more about the game of lawn 

bowls the following websites and Facebook pages will definitely help.  

 

Tweed Heads Bowls Club  

www.thbc.com.au 

Facebook: @thbcbowls 

 

Bowls Australia  

www.bowlsaustralia.com.au 

Facebook: @BowlsAustralia  

 

Bowls Queensland  

www.bowlsqld.org 

Facebook: @BowlsQld 

 

World Bowls 

www.worldbowls.com 

Facebook: @WorldBowls 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thbc.com.au/
http://www.bowlsaustralia.com.au/
http://www.bowlsqld.org/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Junior    

(Under 18) 

Open  

Over 60s 

Age Groups in Australia  

 



Bowls Department 

Our bowls department is led by Commonwealth Games Gold 

Medalist, Wayne Turley OAM and Australian Jackaroo, Chloe 

Stewart.  

They both work together in the bowls office which is located next 

to the indoor green. If there is any question, query or issue they 

are more than happy to HELP.  

 

Bowls Committee  

The Tweed Heads Bowls Committee is a sub-committee of the 

Club and shall be governed in accordance with the Constitution, 

Bylaws and the policies of the Club.  

The Committee shall consist of eight (8) Bowling A Declared 

Members:  

Male President  

Female President  

Male Secretary  

Female Secretary 

Male Treasurer 

Female Treasurer 

Male Games Director  

Female Games Director  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


